e-Design CAT
Release Notes

Release 8.6.3 - 05/03/2019

Fixed Bugs
- Minor bugs fixed for the Italian pricelis (missing discount families)

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.
Release 8.6.2 - 16/01/2019

Fixed Bugs

- Minor bugs fixed.

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

---

Release 8.6.0 - 18/04/2018

Fixed Bugs

- Minor bugs fixed.

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

---

Release 8.5.8 - 07/02/2018

Fixed Bugs

- Minor bugs fixed for the Italian pricelist

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

---

Release 8.5.7 - 30/10/2017

Fixed Bugs

- Minor bugs fixed for the Italian pricelist

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

---

Release 8.5.0 - 18/05/2017

Fixed Bugs

- Minor bugs fixed

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.
Release 8.4.5 - 04/05/2017

Fixed Bugs
- Minor bugs fixed

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

Release 8.3.1 - 21/11/2016

What’s New
- New French localization

Fixed Bugs
- Minor bugs fixed on accessories selection
- Fix on missing font in print report
- Fix on third parties products upload

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

Release 8.3.0 - 06/10/2016

Fixed Bugs
- Minor bugs fixed

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

Release 8.2.1 - 01/03/2016

What’s New
- New Italian pricelist

Fixed Bugs
- Fixed bug on Excel import
• Fixed on item(s) ordering
• Minor bugs fixed

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

---

**Release 8.2.0 - 01/02/2016**

**Fixed Bugs**

• Minor fixes in accessories selection
• Minor fixes on localization
• Italian printouts updated

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

---

**Release 8.1.7 - 12/01/2016**

**Fixed Bugs**

• Fixed bug “There is no row at position 0” occurred when selecting some device types

• Fixes in accessories selection
• Minor fixes on localization

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.
Release 8.1.6 - 18/12/2015

Fixed Bugs
- Fixed minor glitches on .RTF export
- Fixed minor bugs on printouts

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

Release 8.1.3 - 01/12/2015

What's New
- New Localization: Polish

Fixed Bugs
- cBOL export function restored
- minor fixes on German localization

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

Release 8.1.1 - 06/11/2015

What's New
- New Italian Pricelist (October 2015) – ITALIAN market only
- New German Pricelist (October 2015) – GERMAN market only

Fixed Bugs
- ITALIAN market only – Fixes on Technical-Economical estimation printout (not updated fields)
- MS Excel export not working when language = English.

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.
Release 8.1.0 - 21/10/2015

What’s New
- ITALIAN market only: new Technical-Economical estimation layout based on the latest sales structure
- e-Design DOC Switchboard Configurator button is now available for all the countries using this Switchboard Configurator
- MS Excel is no more required for exporting the bill of materials
- Moved the show/hide discounts checkboxes from the discount profile page to the ribbon bar

Fixed Bugs
- ES and DE localization updated
- Fixed a few errors in the Technical-Economical estimation printout (wrong installation type, wrong grouping)
- Fixed minor bugs when importing ASD2 documents (.abbdoc)
- Fixed minor bugs in bill of materials management.

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

Release 8.0.0 Build 0010

What’s New
- Removed subfolder “Device” level including all devices when project file is reopened;
- Added details (e.g. dimensions, segregation form, installation type, IP degree value, etc..) into the “Switchboard” section of printouts;
- Performance improvement on project opening phase;
- Minor improvements.

Fixed Bugs
- Fixed minor issues in the project file management and conversion;
- ‘Extra discount’ values not considered in printouts;
- Fixed minor bugs.

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.
Release 8.0.0.0009

What’s New
- Availability System Pro E power Form 2a, 3a, 3b, 4b;
- Added new Italian RR 09-2014 Price list;
- Minor improvements.

Fixed Bugs
- Fixed minor issues in the project file management and conversion;
- Fixed minor bugs.

Thanks everyone who reported at software.tools@it.abb.com.

______________________________________________________________

Release 8.0.0.0007

What’s New
- Availability System Pro E power Form 2b;
  - Removed constraint on terminals property;
  - Available short .pdf guide for terminals rules;
- Minor improvements.

Fixed Bugs
- Added Thomas & Betts dedicated button;
- Fixed minor bugs.
Release 8.0.0.0006

Fixed Bugs

- Restored ‘Save as’ function;
- No prices available for previously saved projects;
- Save favorites function not available;
- Possibility to edit devices not yet drawn in the switchboard front view;
- DIN modules occupation value not set when favorites are added to the project;
- Recent files list not updated;
- Codes added by import form excel procedure are missed during the project saving;
- Fixed minor bugs.